
HOLE FULL OF LOVE 
A Tribute to 70´s AC/DC 
 
 
AC/DC in the 70´s – nothing but hard, honest, pure Rock`n`Roll! 
 
It is precisely this music and this era the Hole Full of Love recreates, with no 
compromises. So true to the original that even Dave Evans, founding member 
and first singer of AC/DC, requested the band to play for him on his tour. 
 
The one and only, the unforgettable Bon Scott is a prime source of 
inspiration for the show. Close your eyes, and you´ll feel as if your back in 
the 70´s. An incredible trip back in time, with lead vocals that are spot-on, 
guitar solos undistinguishable from the original, and and a rhythm section that 
is, in all probability, more tight, more rockin´ than the “originals” – no wonder; 
Hole Full of Love has been touring constantly with a virtually unchanged 
line-up since 1995! 
 
 
High voltage stage presence - sweaty, full of energy, and legendary. The 
band can boast tours with Foreigner, Rose Tattoo, The Sweet, Axxis, 
Gotthard and many more. 
 
Let there be Rock! Hole Full Of Love has literally played hundreds of 
shows, in Europe, in Germany, in all top venues, halls and an endless list of 
festivals. Rock of Ages, the MUF in Frankfurt, Darmstadt´s 
Schlossgrabenfest, the state-wide Hessentag festival, Signal Iduna Park in 
Dortmund, and on and on… 
 
Our biggest challenge to date ? The world´s biggest AC/DC convention in 
Wrexham/UK – and we´re proud to say that we got nothing but 100% positive 
rave reviews. Live appearances on radio and TV (HR3 Live Unplugged, and 
regular features on Radio Bob since 2011) round out our credentials. 
 
Another highlight; receiving the accolade “Top Tribute Band“ by AC/DC´s 
fan base in the Daily Dirt, Dynamite Fan Club, and Squealer.net forums. The 
reward: we were booked to headline the international “AC/DC Fantreffen“ 
festival in Geiselwind in 2010. It was truly an honour ! 
 
Unique! Hole Full of Love now also plays all the best loved hits from AC/DC´s 
top selling album “Back in Black“…..only - we do it, the way Bon Scott would 
have. The feedback has been tremendous… 
 
The darlings of the press - Metal Hammer, FAZ, Musixx, Focus, Frankfurter 
Rundschau, Journal Frankfurt and many others have followed us, and we´ve  
never garnered even one disappointing review. To the contrary; Rock Hard 
bestowed upon us the title; “Germany´s Best AC/DC tribute band”. It´s a 
long way to the top … but we´ve been travelling down that road for 20 years 
now, with no signs of slowing down. 
 


